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Education

Since 2009:  Student in Landscape architecture (five-year program) at  ENSNP, in Blois, France
2007-2009:    Space Design studies at the «l’Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Arts Appliqués et des   
   Métiers d’Art», Paris.
   BTS Diploma obtained in 2009
2006-2007:    preparatory program for entrance to applied arts school
2006:     Baccalaureat, Equivalent to A-levels in sciences

Experiences

June 2011:  Jobs as a gardener: pruning, planting and laying with cobblestones
April-May:  internship as a gardener at Manie van der Schijff Botanical garden in the university 
   of Pretoria, South Africa
June 2010:     job as a gardener at «joli jardin» office, in Colmar, France
April-May 2010:  internship as a gardener at Blackhills garden, Scotland
Summer 2008:   Work placement at «Digitale paysage», landscape office
     (Projet management, rough plan drawing, public opinion poll.)
Summer 2005-09:  Work placement at «Laforêt Immobilier» à Mulhouse.
         (Data typing, book-keeping, prospecting, phoning, customer visits, 
   file maintenance, planning management.)

Other skills

French: native speaker
English: working knowledge IELTS (level 6,5)
German: working knowledge
Softwares: Photoshop, Indesign, Vectorworks, Autocad et SketshUp.

Others

Photography club during two years, Violin at the Music School in Colmar during seven years, african dance, 
badminton.
Travels: Turkey et Malta in 2003, England in 2004, Italia in 2008, Romania in 2009.
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A house for two families

Ground floor plan First floor plan

Southern facade

Western facade

Northern facade

A residential building for two families of four on a sloping 
ground.
This house has two units that are identical in terms of space and 
comfort. The orientation is chosen according to the different 
areas and so that benefits are equal for both families.
The site around the house is a common space that could also 
be divided.

The two units could be gathered together by removing the central 
wall between the two families and with the common entrance.
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Scenography

The Elysée Montmartre 
festival

A cultural festival around the Montmartre district in 
the hall of the Elysee Montmartre building gather: 
concerts, dance shows, screenings and an exhibition 
relating relating its history and current events to pay 
tribute to the creative and festive neighborhood.

The installation is based on a repeated module that organizes 
the space and punctuates the courseof the visitors.
Panels of different widths placed at various heights, that dispay 
projections of the site, create smaller or larger spaces to 
emphasize the feeling of total immersion.

Section AA’ Section BB’
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On the bank, the project emerges in the middle of the 
circulations proposed by this place. The architecture 
is a sign at the intersection of human activities taking 
place on this site and settles down here on a passing 
area to invite to a break.

A stopover on the  banks of 
the Marne

Noisiel
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This area has lost its clarity. The project aims to upgrade the report to the general landscape by 
redefining and reaffirming the points of view.
So the pathways are reclaimed by the choice of species to offer different perceptions of the site. 
Groves are also redesigned to highlight the different plans and lay the viewpoints.

La Croix Montoire estate
Tours

Keys

Circulations

Buildings

Cedar
Yew

shrub (white blossom)

Dense grove 
(dark leaves)

Light grove 
(light leaves)

Birch and poplar

Fruit trees

Small shrubs and conifers 
(dark blossom)
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zone 1
zone 2

U’ L
PROflood

U’ U

This light project on the district Rochambeau in Vendôme seeks to enhance the 
architectural heritage of the buildings that are now unused. This proposition is the 
result of research on the different light possibilities, as shown by the computer 
graphic drawings. 

Light project on the Rochambeau 
district

These views located between the old stables seek to highlight the past of these 
structures and bring a reflection on their future.

Light plan

Principal sections
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nursing 
home

Housings

Shared studiosShared studios
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Progression 
towards the Loir

mineral 
space

between 
place and 
park
vegetalized 
bank

vehicle wayvegetalized
street

walk
in the vegetation on 
the banks of the Loir

Rehabilitation of a former military compound in 
Vendôme

The district Rochambeau has a privileged location between the city and 
the Loir river. The project aims to enhance the quality of the space by 
progressing steps towards nature, in order to highlight the beauty of the 
banks. So the site is divided into several entities. Initially a square and a 
mineral place host a parking lot which is directed to a park leading up to 
the banks of the Loir. In a second step, housings, and the old stables are 
based on a pedestrian mineral ground. It overlooks the workshops that 
are integrated into the vegetation. A walk along the banks links throughout 
the site.
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Manege Square

A walkway along the Loir

Section B’B

Section AA’         

Manege place A walkway 
along the Loir

housing and private 
gardens

shared studios

park parking squarewalk

A pedestrian area
built around a public 

square

a dense vegetalized 
waterside

Park: transition between
parking and the bank

A global project organized by different 
areas
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Representation Techniques

Technical Details of a footbridge Small volumes and technical representations

Anamorphose.

Technical details of a railing

Observation drawings of urban equipment Relationship between volume and representation
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Space representation Models

small architecture researches

A house for two families

Work on different scales

Model representing the different areas 
of a proposed stopover on the banks 
of the Marne

SketchUp

Vectorworks

Model in a matchbox
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Live art models 
representation
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Landscape and photography reflection
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Field trip
Les Causses-Cévennes

View from the Mont Aigual
and its morphology

Vegetation of the Trabassac Valley
Col des Faisses

Section of the 
hamlet

Causse Méjean

This course was multidisciplinary (botany, soil 
study, graphic design) and allowed the study of 
mountain scenery, especially the rock formations.
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Samzun

on the way of Sauzon Sauzon

Field trip
Belle-Ile en Mer

This field trip was to study the insular landscape of Belle-Ile en 
Mer, thanks to various aspects such as soil study, botany and a 
sensitive approach.
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Internship in the garden of 
Blackhills estate 
Scotland

Reparing 
a bridge

I stayed two months in a garden of Rhododendrons in 
Scotland. The garden covers 70 hectares, and looks 
more like a forest. My activities during this internship 
were essentially mowing, sizing and cleaning. It has 
been rewarding for me on the practical aspects related 
to the gardens. The experience ended with the open 
days of the garden that allowed me to have another look 
at the garden and the relationship with the public.
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Internship
Manie van der Schijff
Botanical garden
Pretoria
South Africa

Garden
plan

Weeding,
cleaning and 
planting

plantation plan

Cycas nurseryNursery

This internship was a rewarding experience done during my 
second year. It allowed me to discover different flora and culture. 
The work I’ve done in the garden has been varied. I also designed 
planting plans that I could run with the gardeners. I also had 
the chance to travel around the country and discover different 
landscapes, each one more impressive than the former other one.

Center of Pretoria
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